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Abstract
The possible role of the naturally occurring deuterium in the regulation of cell division was first described in the 1990s. To investigate the
mechanism of influence of deuterium (D) on cell growth, expression of 236 cancer-related and 536 kinase geneswere tested in deuterium-
depleted (40 and 80 ppm) and deuterium-enriched (300 ppm)media compared to naturalD level (150 ppm).Among geneswith expression
changes exceeding 30% and copy numbers over 30 (124 and 135 genes, respectively) 97.3% of them was upregulated at 300 ppm
D-concentration. In mice exposed to chemical carcinogen, one-year survival data showed that deuterium-depleted water (DDW)with 30
ppm D as drinking water prevented tumor development. One quarter of the treated male mice survived 344 days, the females 334 days,
while one quarter of the controlmice survivedonly 188 and156days, respectively. In our human retrospective study 204previously treated
cancer patients with disease in remission, who consumed DDW, were followed. Cumulative follow-up time was 1024 years, and average
follow-up time per patient, 5 years (median: 3.6 years). One hundred and fifty-six patients out of 204 (77.9%) did not relapse during their
803 years cumulative follow-up time.Median survival time (MST)was not calculable due to the extremely low death rate (11 cancer-related
deaths, 5.4%of the study population). Importantly, 8 out of 11 deaths occurred several years after stoppingDDWconsumption, confirming
that regular consumptionofDDWcanprevent recurrenceof cancer. These findings point to the likelymechanism inwhich consumptionof
DDWkeepsD-concentration belownatural levels, preventing theD/H ratio from increasing to the threshold required for cell division. This
in turn can serve as a key to reduce the relapse rate of cancer patients and/or to reduce cancer incidence in healthy populations.
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Introduction

In 2018, global cancer statistics showed 18.1 million new
cancer cases. According to forecasts, this number will rise to
29.5 million by 2040. This means that without new break-
through strategies in prevention and treatment, the number of
deaths from cancer will probably increase from 9.6 million up
to about 15.6 million in 20 years.1

Significant but very limited achievements have been earned
in overall survival associated with new cancer drugs. Between
2000 and 2016, 92 novel cancer drugs were approved for 100
indications based on data from 127 clinical trials. The 127
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clinical trials included a median of 191 participants (106-448
participants) but the median absolute survival benefit was not
more than 2.4 months.2 This apparent failure of anticancer
drug development brings prevention into focus.

However, there is no consensus regarding the ultimate causes
of cancer; therefore, there is no well-accepted protocol for cancer
prevention. The mechanisms of carcinogenesis are still under
debate. Cancer is considered either as a metabolic,3 or as a
genetic4,5 disease. According to Otto Warburg,6 the hallmark of
cancer is the shift in metabolism when the ATP-synthesis is
dislocated from mitochondria to cytosol even in the presence of
available oxygen, but the results associatingmutation of a specific
gene with a cancer phenotype provide a not less strong argument.

A broad range of agents, such as antioxidants, drugs
(Aspirin, Metformin, and Raloxifene) used for different in-
dications, but also commonly used cancer drug (Tamoxifen)
have been tested for cancer preventive effect.7,8

The final outcome of the numerous studies on effects of
antioxidants on incidence and mortality of cancer was that
caution should be exercised with high-dose antioxidant
preparations, such as beta-carotene or vitamin E, because
these can increase the risk of smoking-related tumors (lung,
head, neck, upper gastrointestinal tract, and bladder cancer).
Clinical trials of selenium and vitamin E for prostate cancer
also failed to confirm a risk-reducing effect; moreover, vitamin
E was found to increase the risk of prostate cancer.9

Certain cancer therapeutic drugs have been also tried for
chemoprevention. Tamoxifen, for example, blocks the effects of
estrogen on tumor growth, and has also been shown to lower the
risk of breast-cancer recurrence, but drugs that may lower the
risk of cancer frequently cause severe side effects. People with a
higher risk of developing cancer may be willing to accept
specific side effects but others may not want to use a drug that
gives them side effects when they are healthy.10-12 Summarized,
even though data confirm the preventive effect of certain ap-
proaches, the benefits are limited while the resulting adverse
events are too severe to use them routinely.

Aspirin and other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs) as COX-2 inhibitors,13 Metformin as oral medi-
cation and first-line treatment for type 2 diabetes mellitus,14

have been proved to reduce cancer risk and decrease mortality
in various types of malignancies.

Recognition of the importance of the naturally occurring
deuterium (present in 130-150 ppm abundance, equivalent to
15-17 mmol/L concentration) in maintaining normal cell
growth opened up a novel form of cancer treatment and
prevention. The first report by Somlyai et al. describing an
anticancer effect of deuterium depletion in vitro and in vivo15

appeared in 1993. The in vitro anticancer effect of deuterium-
depleted water (DDW) has since been confirmed also by other
laboratories.16,17 The key signal to stimulate cell division is
probably the increasing D/H ratio, which in turn is the con-
sequence of selective elimination of the light hydrogen by
the Na+/H+ antiport after the binding of growth hormone to
its receptor, leading to increased, that is, more alkaline,

intracellular pH.18-20 Indeed, higher than natural D-
concentration (300–600 ppm) was found to stimulate
cell growth.15

Prospective and retrospective clinical studies also con-
firmed that DDW consumption results in significant tumor
regression,21 increases median survival time, and reduces
relapse rate.22-24 Among breast-cancer patients in remission at
the start of DDW consumption, only one out of 48 patients
died during the cumulative follow-up period of 221.1 years.
These data indicated that DDW consumption, in repeated 3-to-
4-month cures, was highly beneficial for breast-cancer patients
and could lower the risk of cancer recurrence.24

The likely mechanism of the anticancer effect of deuterium
depletion is an increased proton export from the matrix to the
intermembrane space of mitochondria, resulting in increased
mitochondrial membrane potential, and enhanced production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS). The resulting oxidative
stress25,26 leads to slower cell growth and may induce apoptosis.
The effect of deuterium depletion on the pro-oxidant/antioxidant
balance has been confirmed when DDW restored the SOD-3
level, which could be the consequence of DDW-induced radicals,
in Mn-exposed Caenorhabditis elegans.27,28 The significant
effect of heavy hydrogen below natural concentration on mi-
tochondrial activity also was confirmed by Pomytkin.29

Studies further revealed that DDW inhibited expression of
COX-2 gene30 which is also the target of NSAID drugs,
having been shown to reduce cancer risk and mortality13 and
expression of the oncogenes c-Myc, Ha-ras, and p53 after
exposure of mice to the carcinogenic agent 7,12-dime-
thylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA).31

In this paper, results proving the anticancer effect of
deuterium depletion from in vitro, as well as in vivo animal and
human studies are presented. In the in vitro experiment, the
aim was to expand gene expression analysis on other cancer-
related and kinase genes (772 genes) in deuterium-depleted
and deuterium-enriched media using NanoString technology.
The in vivo aims included observation of the effect of D-
depletion on survival in DMBA-treated mice, and in patients
enrolled in a retrospective human study.

Materials and Methods

Production of Deuterium-Depleted Water

DDWof 25 ppm D-concentration was produced by HYD LLC
for Cancer Research and Drug Development (Budapest) from
ordinary tap water (150 ppm equivalent to 16.8 mmol/L D)
after reverse osmosis purification by fractional distillation
using a Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) conform tech-
nology. The final D-concentration was verified by a Liquid-
Water Isotope Analyser-24d (manufactured by Los Gatos
Research Inc, USA) with ± 1 ppm precision. For gene ex-
pression study 40 ppm and 80 ppm as deuterium-depleted, 150
ppm as control and 300 ppm as deuterium-enriched water was
applied adding 99.9% heavy water (Sigma Aldrich, Budapest)
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to get the desired concentration. For the marketed product
intended for human consumption (Preventa), DDW was
mixed with natural spring water to adjust the exact D-
concentration, and to replenish minerals. In the present
study, drinking water of 105, 85, 65, 45, and 25 ppm D-
concentration was used.

Gene Expression Analysis

In a previous short-term (48 hour) study, carcinogen-induced
expression of a few genes with key roles in tumor develop-
ment was found to be suppressed in mice consuming DDW
instead of normal drinking water.22,31

This time, an in vitro approach was used to investigate the
possible impact of D-concentration on a wide range of genes.
The lung cancer cell line A459 was grown in media containing
40 ppm, 80 ppm, 150 ppm, and 300 ppm deuterium (regarded
as depleted, control, and enriched medium, respectively) as
published earlier.32 Sixteen hours before the experiments
400 000 A459 cells were seeded on serum-free media, then the
media was removed and replaced with different D-containing
media supplemented with fetal calf serum. The cells were
incubated for 72 hours and harvested; total RNAwas isolated
when cells covered 60% of dishes. From each sample, 150 ng
was used up for hybridization, the copy number of genes was
compared to the control group. The presented data are results
of 2 experiments. The data of 2 experiments were compared,
the correlation coefficient R-value was .999 confirming the
reproducibility of the method.

Changes in the expression of 236 cancer-related, and 536
kinase genes were examined, relative to the control medium,
applying the nCounter Analysis System from NanoString
technology as published earlier.33

NanoString technology is an enzyme-free method, based
on a solution hybridization principle, and can be used for
gene-expression profiling. The system employs unique fluo-
rescent barcodes that enable direct, digital detection of hun-
dreds ( ≤ 800) of different target molecules in a single run.
NanoString can detect targets as small as 100 base pairs, and
also mRNAs. It requires only nanoscale amounts of RNA and
has a detection sensitivity down to 1 copy per cell.

The method is to hybridize RNA extracted from a given
biological sample with complementary, synthetic single-
stranded DNA. One strand contains the biotin-labeled DNA
terminus, and through this, the hybridized molecule will be
fixed to a solid carrier. The other strand is not complementary;
it contains a so-called reader, which consists of a coded se-
quence of known repeats. To these repeating sections, we
hybridize complementary “stainer” sections marked with
different colors. Each color-coded hybridized molecular
complex attached to the solid support is subjected to an
electric current, and then the surface of the solid support is
scanned using a high-resolution camera to identify individ-
ually the molecular complexes for each gene. In this way,
molecules with a unique code (unique color code) for each

gene are counted one by one. Thus, they can perform digital
gene expression analysis (determine the number of mRNA
molecules associated with each gene).

The question addressed was whether subnormal or elevated
D-concentration will affect gene expression in comparison to
control, and which of the altered D-levels will have stronger
impact on gene expression. We also wanted to investigate if
the altered D-concentration has an impact on a few specific
genes or influences the expression of a wide range of genes.

To minimize bias, only the data of those genes were
evaluated, for which the change in gene expression was ≥ 30%
than the control and the number of copies, that is the number of
mRNA molecules, was ≥ 30.

Animal Experiment

In the previous short-term mouse experiment mentioned
above,22,31 triggering the expression of certain genes with a
key role in cancer development—by the carcinogen agent
DMBA—proved to be inhibited in the mice consuming DDW.

The aim of the present animal experiment was to see
whether consumption of DDW can prevent tumor develop-
ment in the long term. Eight-week-old (20 ± 4 g weight) male
and female CBA/Ca mice were treated with DMBA, which is
known to activate cancer-related genes in this mouse strain.22

The animals (24 males and 24 females) after DMBA treatment
randomly were divided into 2 groups and kept under standard
conditions conforming to ARRIVE guidelines34 and the
“Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals".35

Animals were fed a conventional dry rodent diet. DMBA
(Sigma Aldrich, Budapest, Hungary) was dissolved in corn oil
and delivered to each of the mice by a single intraperitoneal
injection at a dose of 20 mg/kg body weight. Water was
provided ad libitum, with 150 ppm deuterium content (natural
level) for the control animals (12 males and 12 females), and
25 ppm deuterium content for the DDW-treated mice (12
males and 12 females). Survival of the control and DDW-
treated mice after the carcinogen exposure was observed for
one year.

Administration of Deuterium-Depleted Water in
Humans and Data Collection

The aim of the treatment was to reduce the D-concentration in
the patients’ bodies by replacing the normal fluid intake with
DDW, taking 1.5-2 L per day. DDW consumption generally
started at 105 ppm D level and was changed for 85 ppm, 65
ppm, 45 ppm, and 25 ppm every 1 to 3 months. DDW
consumption was suspended for 3 to 6 months and started
again for further repeated 4-to-6-months treatment durations.
Over time, the treatment periods were shortened, although
each had to be at least 3-to-4 months long and later the 3-to-6
month-long breaks were prolonged. To prove the cancer-
preventive effect of any therapy or agent on a healthy pop-
ulation would require the follow-up of several thousands of
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subjects for long periods, since general cancer incidence is
442.4 per 100 000 persons per year, based on data for 2013–
2017.36 Recurrence of cancer in tumor-free patients after
completion of conventional therapy is, on the contrary, much
more likely, and so more easily measurable, depending on the
type of tumor, the stage at diagnosis, and the received therapy.

So, out of over 2000 case histories from the period April
1993 to October 2019, patients who were in tumor-free state at
the start of DDW-consumption after receiving the appropriate
therapy were selected for a retrospective analysis. Finally, data
from 204 cases were used.

For each patient, we recorded age, body weight, gender,
type of cancer, date of diagnosis, date of the start, and the end
of DDW-consumption, date of the last available information
and the status of being alive or dead.

Statistical Evaluation

In the mice study, MedCalc for Windows version 11.1.1.0
(MedCalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium) was used for
calculating Kaplan–Meier cumulative survival curves, and the
log-rank test and Wilcoxon-probe were used to calculate P-
values. In the retrospective human study, all statistical com-
putations were performed by using software SPSS v25, and
results were declared significant with P-value < .05.

The human study was performed retrospectively, and
DDW treatment started at different time points after remission,
so MSTwas computed from the start of DDW treatment. The
mean difference was declared significant with P-value < .05.

Results

Higher Deuterium/Hydrogen Ratio Stimulates
Gene Expression

The results of the in vitro experiment are summarized in Table
1; expression in 77.5% of cancer-related genes (183 genes)

and in 33% of kinase genes (177 genes) changed at least by
30%. The copy number exceeded 30 in 65.6% of cancer-
related and in 69.7% of kinase genes. Finally, 124 (52.5%) out
of 236 tumor-related genes, and 135 (25.3%) out of 536 kinase
genes met both requirements.

In Tables 2 and 3 the changes in expression are summarized
for the 2 groups of genes.

According to Table 2, there was only 1 gene (.8%) out of 124
cancer-related genes (meeting both requirements, see Table 1)
which was upregulated both in D-depleted and D-enriched media,
five genes (4%) were downregulated in D-depleted medium,
upregulated inD-enrichedmedium,while 95.2%of the genes (118
genes) were upregulated only in the D-enriched medium.

Similar results were obtained with the 135 kinase genes
(Table 3) where not more than 1 gene (.7%) responded to D-
depletion and was downregulated, but 99.3% (134 genes)
were upregulated in D-enriched media.

The data in Tables 2 and 3 show that, in the 2 different sets
of genes, 97.3% of them responded to the higher-than-natural
D-concentration.

When changes in gene expression were investigated irre-
spectively of the copy number, it was also confirmed that most
of the genes responded to the higher D-concentration. In
69.9% (165) of the cancer-related genes and in 71.6% (384) of
kinase genes the expression was stimulated at 300 ppm with
over 30% compared to normal D-concentration. At the same
time, the 40 ppm D-concentration exerted an inhibitory effect
in 8.4% and 2.6% of the 2 gene groups, respectively.

Of the genes showing significant changes in expression,
KRAS and TGFBR2 as cancer-related genes should be
highlighted: their copy number doubled at 300 ppm D-
concentration but remained unchanged in DDW. The most
significant, 2.17-fold, increase in expression was detected for
the CCND2 gene, which belongs to a highly conserved Cyclin
family. From among the kinase genes, we highlight the SGK1
gene, representing the highest doubled-copy number at 300
ppm D-concentration.

Table 1. Effect of altered D-concentration on gene expression.

Changes in Gene Expression
Exceeds 30%

Copy Number of Genes
Exceeds 30

Changes in Expression Exceeds 30% and the
Copy Number Exceeds 30

236 cancer-related genes 183 (77.5%) 155 (65.6%) 124 (52.5%)
536 kinase genes 177 (33%) 374 (69.7%) 135 (25.3%)

Table 2. Changes in the expression of 124 cancer-related genes.

Deuterium-Depleted Medium (40-80 ppm D)
Control Medium
(150 ppm D) Deuterium-Enriched Medium (300 ppm D)

upregulation: 1 gene 0 upregulation: 1 gene
0 0 upregulation: 118 genes
downregulation: 5 genes 0 upregulation: 5 genes
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Survival of mice exposed to chemical carcinogen

The one-year survival data, separate for males and females, are
shown in Figures 1 and 2. In the group of male mice, the first
animals in the control group perished after 156 days, and in the
DDW-treated group after 334 days, following carcinogen ex-
posure. A quarter of the treated male mice survived 344 days,
while a quarter of control mice survived only 188 days. The
probability of the 1-year survival was 58% for the treated mice
and 25% for the control (Figure 1.). The 2 groups differed
significantly (P = .0241 Log-rank test; P = .0051Wilcoxon test).

Similar results were obtained for the groups of female mice.
A quarter of treated female mice survived 334 days, while a
quarter of control mice survived only 156 days. The probability
of the 1-year survival was 50% for treated mice and 25% for

control (Figure 2.). The 2 groups differed significantly (P =
.0515 Log-rank test; P = .00278 Wilcoxon test).

Preventive effect of deuterium depletion in 204
tumor-free cancer patients who previously received
conventional therapies

The patients whose data were analyzed in this study had a
broad variety of malignancies. The distribution of tumor types
within the study population is summarized in Table 4.

The cumulative follow-up time of the 204 patients (Table 5)
was more than one thousand years (1024 years), so that the
average follow-up time per patient was 5 years (median:
3.6 years). Median survival time (MST) was not calculable due
to the extremely low death rate: only 13 patients died out of 204.
Two deaths out of 13 were not cancer-related, so, considering
the 1024 years of cumulative follow-up time and the number of
death cases (11 cancer-related deaths) 5.4% of the study
population was lost. It is important to note that the average time
between diagnosis and the start of DDW-consumption was
shorter than 1 year; 325 days (median 78 days).

Although the death rate was very low, 45 patients (22%)
relapsed within the follow-up period. To reveal and confirm the
protective effect of deuterium depletion, it is important to know
the details and to verify correlation between the long survival
without recurrence of cancer and the possible reason for relapse.

For this purpose, 3 groups of patients were created (Table
6.). It was found that 159 patients (77.9%) remained cancer-
free during a cumulative follow-up time of 803 years (average
follow-up time 5 years, median: 3.3 years).

Table 3. Changes in the expression of 135 kinase genes.

Deuterium-Depleted Medium (40-80 ppm D) Control Medium (150 ppm D) Deuterium-Enriched Medium (300 ppm D)

downregulation: 1 gene 0 0
0 0 upregulation: 134 genes

Figure 1. Survival of male mice.

Figure 2. Survival of female mice.

Table 4. Distribution of tumor types in the population of 204
cancer patients.

Tumor Type Number of Patients % Of the Total

Female breast 76 37.3
Digestive system 41 20.1
Urinary 23 11.3
Gynecologic 16 7.8
Brain and nervous system 12 5.9
Lungs 9 4.4
Skin 9 4.4
Head and neck 7 3.4
Hematopoietic 6 2.9
Bone 3 1.5
Childhood 1 0.5
Not specified 1 0.5
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The 45 patients who relapsed were divided into 2 sub-
groups: in 22 cases recurrence occurred long after stopping
DDW consumption, and in 23 cases during DDW
consumption. The average time until recurrence after finish-
ing DDW consumption was 3.2 years (median: 2.56 years)
and 8 death cases occurred in this group. In these patients,
recurrence and death were probably related to the discon-
tinuation of DDW consumption since these events happened
long after finishing DDW. Cancer recurrence occurred during
DDW consumption in 23 cases (11.2%) and in this subgroup 3
patients died.

The cases of 13 patients who died during the follow-up

In the group of patients who were in remission without relapse,
2 death cases occurred. One of the patients died 20 years after
diagnosis; her death was due to her old age. The other patient

died because of pulmonary embolism, so these 2 deaths were
not cancer-related.

In Table 7, the 11 (8 + 3) cancer-related death cases are
summarized, identified by type of cancer.

The 2 patients with bladder and rectum tumors consumed
DDW only for 91 and 140 days, respectively. The patient
with a bladder tumor started to consume DDW 4 months,
the rectum cancer patient 2 years, after diagnosis, and they
died 7.5 and 2 years, respectively, after stopping DDW
consumption. We suppose that the short, insufficient du-
ration of DDW consumption played a major role in their
deaths.

The patients with esophagus cancer, uterine cancer, NHL,
and melanoma consumed DDW for relatively long periods
(1927 days, 189 days, 313 days, 1101 days), but they stopped
it, and their deaths occurred 5.6, 3.4, 2.9, and 6.3 years later,
respectively.

Table 5. Time periods for the study population of 204 tumor-free patients.

Cumulative Time from the Diagnosis to the End of the Follow-Up 1024 years

Median time between the date of diagnosis and the start of DDW consumption 78 days
Median duration of DDW consumption 334 days
Median time from the diagnosis to the end of the follow-up 1309 days (3.6 years)
Number of patients who died from cancer 11 (5.4%)
Median survival time Not calculable
Cumulative follow-up period/Cancer-related deaths 1024/11 = 93.1 years

Table 6. Death rates in the subgroups of the 204 patients associated with relapse.

Relapse
Number of
patients

Cumulative Follow-Up
Time (years)

Average Follow-Up
Time (years)

Cumulative Length of DDW
Ingestion (years)

Number of
Deaths

No relapse 159 (77.9%) 803 5.0 205 2
Relapse/After finishing

DDW treatment
22 (11.8%) 159 7.2 48 8

Relapse/During DDW
treatment

23 (11.3%) 62 2.7 42 3

Table 7. Distribution of the 11 deaths by tumor types.

Tumor Type Duration of DDW Consumption (in days) Time of Death after Stopping Drinking DDW (in days)

Bladder 91 2716
Rectum 140 762
Esophagus 1927 2060
Uterine 189 1259
NHL 313 1073
Melanoma 1101 2315
Astrocytoma 3 1620 0
Breast (a) 539 0
Breast (b) 1527 76
ALL 245 0
Colon 1081 11
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The patient with astrocytoma type 3 brain tumor did not
relapse for 4 years after diagnosis. The patient repeated 16
courses over the follow-up period of longer than 8 years.

Breast-cancer patient (a) started consuming DDW imme-
diately after diagnosis and surgery but being asymptomatic,
she stopped taking DDWafter 8 months. 2.5 years later, when
metastases in the lung were diagnosed, she started DDW
again, but she died 10 months later.

Breast-cancer patient (b) started taking DDW 3.5 years
after diagnosis, allowing cancer cells to multiply within this
long period of time. In this case, the disease progressed despite
DDW consumption, metastases in the bone and lung devel-
oped. The patient died 8 months later.

The acute lymphoid leukemia (ALL) case happened in the
early 1990s, when DDW was available with moderately re-
duced D-concentration (105-130 ppm D). The patient began
taking DDW 16 months after diagnosis and died 8 months
later.

The patient with colon cancer made a short break in DDW-
consumption. Recurrence happened during this period, sug-
gesting that the break started too early.

The data show that deaths did not specifically associate
with one or other tumor type; on the contrary, the 11 cases
represented 10 different tumors. The common features of
deadly outcome were mostly the inappropriate DDW-
consumption and the type and stage of cancer at the
diagnosis.

Discussion

Despite all attempts to develop safe and effective drugs against
malignant diseases, the incidence and mortality of cancer have
been increasing dramatically.1 There is no proven method to
prevent cancer, conventional drugs cannot be widely used, and
evidence on the true value of unconventional approaches is
contradictory.

Since the recognition of the first tyrosine kinase gene
encoding a protein identified as a potential oncogene,37,38

drug-discovery strategies have been genetic-linkage-based,
dealing with cancer as a genetic disease. The target was a
mutation in one particular gene, affecting one signaling
pathway in cell proliferation. However, the failure of thou-
sands of clinical trials, and the continuing lack of safe and
effective drugs to treat and prevent cancer, indicate the
weaknesses of this approach.

Recognition of the regulatory role of deuterium in cell
cycle offers a new opportunity to influence the whole bio-
chemical cascade of cell division.15,26 Gene expression
studies22,31 proved that D/H ratios different from the natural
ratio (1/6600, equivalent to 150 ppm) simultaneously modi-
fied the expression of hundreds of genes. A sub-molecular
change, increasing/decreasing D/H ratio, is apparently
transmitted to molecular level, where the activated/suppressed
genes and their protein products regulate G1 phase progres-
sion, S phase initiation, and completion of the cell cycle.39

This is in line with earlier findings15 in which D-concentration
exceeding 150 ppm stimulated cell growth, supporting the
hypothesis that an altered D/H ratio can be one of the key
regulatory factors. In the in vitro study presented here, D-
depletion upregulated 1 and downregulated the expression of
5 cancer-related genes. These 6 genes and all the other 118
cancer-related genes (100%) were upregulated in the medium
with elevated D level (300 ppm).

There was only one kinase gene downregulated in DDW
while 134 (99.3%) were upregulated.

In contrast to most current drug development strategies,
which aim to develop drugs targeting single genes, our study
proves that alterations in the D/H ratio offer the useful op-
portunity to simultaneously affect the activity of a wide range
of genes.

A previous short-term mouse study by our group22,31

confirmed that keeping the D-concentration of the organism
below natural levels by administration of DDW can inhibit the
cells exposed to a carcinogen from increasing gene expression
(c-Myc, Ha-ras, p53, Kras, and Bcl2). In the present study,
data on the mice’s survival proved that long-term consumption
of DDW was able to protect the animals against cancer
development.

This finding was in line with that of the follow-up of 204
tumor-free, previously operated and treated cancer patients
who consumed DDW on a regular basis. It is well known
that—depending on tumor type, cancer stage at diagnosis, and
the conventional therapy applied—tumorous diseases can
show frequent recurrence. According to the data summarized
in Table 6, 77.9% of our patients did not relapse during the
follow-up period, and 11.8% of them had recurrences years
after stopping DDW, which finally means that almost 90% of
the follow-up population had no relapse.

To prove the reduction of relapse rate suggested by these
data, the rate of recurrence among our set of patients was
compared to historical controls in case of colorectal, breast,
prostate, and bladder cancer. These four tumor types rep-
resented 56.3% of our study population (115 patients)
consuming DDW in remission. After standard treatment of
colorectal cancer with curative intent, 30% to 40% of patients
typically develop recurrent disease.40,41 For breast
cancer,42,43 prostate44 and bladder cancer,45 the recurrence
rates are 40%, 20–40%, and 45%, respectively, depending on
the stage at diagnosis and the efficacy of the therapy. In our
study population, 27 patients had previously colorectal tu-
mor and 5 patients (18.5%) relapsed. Of the 76 breast-cancer
patients, 9 relapsed (recurrence rate 11.8%). No relapse
occurred in 5 prostate cancer patients (.0%) and only one
relapsed (14.2%) out of the 7 bladder cancer patients. In
summary, out of the 115 patients, 14% relapsed (15 patients),
which was one third of the expected recurrence rate. The low
relapse rates led to extremely low mortality rates: during the
1024 years cumulative follow-up, only 11 patients (5.4%)
were lost. It is important to emphasize that 8 deaths of
the 11 happened several years after cessation of DDW
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consumption, supporting the strong protective effect of deu-
terium depletion.

The mechanism of the anti-tumor effect of deuterium
depletion suggested the inhibitory effect of DDW on cell
growth was due to reduction of D-concentration below the
natural level. Regarding the mechanism of prevention, the
recent gene expression research reveals inhibiting the D/H
ratio from increasing over the natural concentration could be
responsible for the preventive effect. Any change of D/H
ratio will result in a new equilibrium in all molecules having
hydrogen in an exchangeable position, which can simulta-
neously modify the behavior of numerous molecules, genes,
and enzymes involved in cell division. The presence of D at a
certain concentration is necessary for normal cell growth,15

even more for the proliferation of neoplastic cells. The ac-
tivation of the cell’s own Na+/H+ antiport generates an in-
crease in D/H ratio in the intracellular space by preferentially
eliminating the lighter hydrogen isotope. Similarly, fibro-
blasts, transformed with the H+-ATPase gene of yeast,
showed not only increased intracellular pH but also tumorous
phenotype.20,46 Putting together all the available informa-
tion, we concluded that the cell cycle regulating system
recognizes changes in the D/H ratio and when this ratio
reaches a certain threshold it will trigger the cascading
molecular processes which drive the cell cycle forward to
enter its S phase.15

The final D/H ratio of cells depends not only on the ac-
tivated Na+/H+ antiport but on mitochondria-burning nutrients
as carbon sources to store energy in ATP molecules, while
producing metabolic water and carbon dioxide. Mitochondria,
working properly in healthy cells, can produce deuterium-
depleted metabolic water (DDMW). This depends on the D-
concentration of the actual sources of carbon, which is close to
150 ppm for carbohydrates but significantly lower, 120 ppm
for fats.47-49 So, the higher is the proportion of fat-related
carbon sources, the lower is the D-content of metabolic water.
When a growth hormone binds to the membrane receptor and
stimulates the Na+/H+ antiport which prefers to eliminate the
lighter isotope of H+, the D/H ratio in the cytoplasm will
increase. However, in healthy cells mitochondria typically
produce DDMW (as stated above) that retards the cell from
reaching the D/H ratio necessary to initiate cell division; so
that the probability of cell division is finally determined by the
balance of these 2 opposing processes. If the tricarboxylic acid
cycle of the mitochondria does not work properly, which is a
hallmark of cancer cells, metabolic water production is re-
stricted. This in turn drives the D/H ratio to more easily reach
the threshold level. Then cells will multiply quickly.50,51 This
submolecular regulatory system explains also why ketogenic
diet can aid cancer therapy. The changes of metabolic pa-
rameters during such a diet, based on restricted carbohydrate
intake, and its beneficial effects, are well documented.52-55

Moreover, the anticancer effect of Metformin, a drug used in
type 2 diabetes, also results from enhancing mitochondrial
function.14

The effect of certain successful novel cancer drugs can also
be explained as a result of a D/H ratio shift. Trastuzumab
(Herceptin) administration in HER2-positive metastatic
breast-cancer patients significantly prolonged overall survival
(33 vs 26 months; p = .003) and led to a 49.8% reduction in
death risk.56,57 Herceptin targets the product of the HER2
gene, which encodes the human epidermal growth factor
family of receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinases. In HER2-positive
breast-cancer patients, either the amplification of the gene or
its overexpression was confirmed. This increased the EGFR in
the membrane by 40-100%. The increased number of EGFR
molecules leads to an activated Na+/H+ antiport, which prefers
to eliminate the light hydrogen isotope while increasing the D/
H ratio in the intracellular space. Herceptin binding to EGFR
inhibits the binding of growth hormone to trigger signal
transduction pathways including the activation of the Na+/H+

antiport. In the absence of activation of the Na+/H+ antiport,
the D/H ratio will not be increased, and all the genes with roles
in cell proliferation will not be turned on.58,59

In summary, we suppose the membrane transport activity
leads to a modified D/H ratio and this change triggers
distinct molecular processes. Our studies revealed that a
modified D/H ratio simultaneously strongly modifies the
expression of hundreds of cancer-related and kinase genes
with roles in cell-cycle regulation. Most genes were found
to respond to an elevated D/H ratio, which is consistent
with our former data that elevated D-concentration
stimulates cell growth. Our animal studies proved that
DDW, in the form of drinking water, inhibits cancer de-
velopment after exposure to a chemical carcinogen. Pre-
sumably, this is by preventing the cells from increasing D/
H ratio to the threshold necessary for inducing gene ex-
pression. Similar results were obtained in our follow-up
study of 204 DDW-consuming cancer patients then in
remission. The extremely low death rate (11 deaths out of
204 patients within the 1024 years cumulative follow-up
time) confirmed that maintaining a D-concentration at sub-
natural levels can prevent relapse of cancer patients who
are in remission.

The data also proved that lower D-concentration triggers
apoptosis, but also that the cells adapt to the decreased D level.
Consequently, proper dosing of DDW is critical, because
inappropriate reductions of D-concentration may not induce
the apoptosis of cancer cells but might rather help them adapt
to lower D-concentrations, thereby becoming resistant to
DDW.

Literature data and own results led to the conclusion that
replacing normal drinking water with deuterium-depleted
water, a ketogenic diet, blocking EGFR with trastuzumab,
or enhancing mitochondrial function with Metformin, all have
the same effect: boosting the capacity of cells to maintain a
lower D/H ratio.

So, deuterium depletion opens new perspectives in cancer
treatment and prevention, offering a completely safe and non-
invasive treatment modality.
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